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Abstract

Typically �rm formation is explained by labour productivity measures such as wages or GDP per

capita. Those measures, however, are missleading in the presence of agglomeration forces because those

variables might be biased because of agglomeration rents. This is the departure of our research. This

paper derives from a New Economic Geography perspective an empirical estimatable approach to consider

regional industry-speci�c �rm growth. In this model no wage measures appear as explanatory variable.

The crucial determinant is the real market access based on households maximisation problem. The model

is �exible enough to consider various industries without making any assumption on whether they relate

to monopolistic competition or perfect markets. The model suits to adress various research questions.

We start with the �rst question whether the suggested crucial variables explain �rm formation and are

signi�cant. These variables also relate to agglomeration and dispersion forces and therefore this approach

is a test of the underlying NEG model.
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1 Introduction

Firm growth and �rm formation is often seen as a crucial factor of economic growth and development.

From a policy perspective �rm growth should maintain regional labour demand, rise local income and

welfare or reduce unemployment rates. Then one policy aim is to foster steady (regional) �rm formation.

However, in the presence of agglomeration forces and i.e. positive externalities industrial concentration

might occur. This in turn make few regions better o¤ while other regions loose. Regional disparities

due to urbanisation (Jacobs 1969) and location (Marshall-Arrow-Romer externalities) externalities result

which is not in line with the policy perspective. On the other side strong dispersion e¤ects such as

competition or in the presence of (high) transportation cost weaken agglomeration forces such that �rms

and industries are equally distributed over regions. Both mechanism are well known in the literature and

especially addressed in the New Economic Geography (NEG). Therefore, testing the empirical relevance

of externalities and the NEG is essential to make useful policy. There is a large body of literature which

aims to identify of those e¤ects. Main contributions relating to the identi�cation of externalities are due

to the work of Glaeser et al. (1994) and various work of Henderson (1995, 2003). Intraindustrial spillover

e¤ects are a fundamental part of the NEG. Typically a so-called nominal wage equation is estimated1

to test the relevance of the NEG. Rosenthal and Strange (2004) summarize and discuss possible ways to

measure agglomeration forces, i.e. the dependent variables. One way is to consider �rm formation which

we are going to adress in the following.

The branch of �rm growth literature growth typically use wage levels and GDP per capita as crucial

explanatory variables because they relate to labour productivity and should therefore be determinants for

start-up activities. The mentioned nominal wage equation of the NEG world contains an agglomeration

rent on wages. Furthermore, NEG models typically assume a homogenous distributed labour productivity

in space. Then di¤erences in wages are not due to productivity but agglomeration rents. Therefore,

using labour productivity measures such as wages might be missleading. One can not be sure whether

one measures labour productivity or agglomeration rents.

This is the departure for our research. We focus on industry-speci�c regional �rm growth while we

avoid to use labour productivity measures as fundamental explanatory variable. We derive a model which

is �exible enough to consider competitive sectors as well as localisation industries in a NEG sense. The

conceptual ideas are taken from Baldwin (1999), Baldwin et al. (2001) and Martin and Ottaviano (1999).

The resulting model states that not GDP per capita but a complex GDP per �rm variable explains �rm

growth. The approach features agglomeration and dispersion forces and is quiet �exible to address various

1See Hanson (2000), Brakman et al. (2002), Mion (2003) and Niebuhr (2006).
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questions. We want to start with the �rst question whether the suggested explanatory variable(s) explain

�rm formation. Indirectly this is a test of the underlying NEG models.

The paper is organised as follows. The next section outlines the theoretical background and derives

the basic theoretical equation of regional industry-speci�c �rm growth. Section 3 contains the empirical

speci�cation, the introduction to the data base and motivates additional control variables. After that

the estimation results of a random coe¢ cient model are presented and discussed. The paper closes with

a conclusion.

2 Theoretical Consideration

Determinants of �rm entry and �rm formation are frequently adressed in the literature. Besides others,

regional unemployment, human capital, branch-speci�c needs, labour productivity and urbanisation and

location externalities explain �rm establishment. Our model explicitely considers location externalities

and is based on theoretical work of Baldwin (1999), Baldwin et al. (2001) and Martin and Ottaviano

(1999). Their work derive models of neoclassical or endogenous growth based on the ideas of the NEG

literature. This chapter derives the main speci�cation for the following empirical model.

The economy consists of households which consume a variety of composite goods Ci from di¤erent

branches or industries i. The temporal utility function is of type Cobb Douglas with nested CES-

subutility functions for each industry. The parameters ai and �i label industry speci�c elasticities. The

utility function of a representative household in region s is given by

Us =
IY
i=1

C�iis ; Cis =

0@Nw
iX

n=1

(xrsni)
�i�1
�i

1A�i=(�i�1)

;
IX
i=1

�i = 1; 0 � �i � 1 �i > 1:

xrsni is the n � th commodity of a particular industry i with Nw
i producers world wide. It might be

produced within the home region s or imported from any other region r. Households maximise utility

facing a budget constraint with an expenditure level Es. Then Marshallian demand of xrsni can be easily

derived2 and it is given by

xrsni = �i
(prsni)

��i

P 1��iis

Es

prsni is the consumer price of that good in s and Pis is the perfect consumer price index of that industry i

in region s:

There might be various distinct products or producers within an industry i. They might o¤er ho-

2See Brakman et al. (2001).
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mogenous or heterogenous commodities. Within the theoretical NEG framework sector assignment for

monopolistic and competitive markets is given in advance. For an empirical investigation this is not very

handy. The crucial point here is whether households can distinguish products or not. The advantage of

the CES index is that it allows to consider homogenous goods in the case of an in�nite substitution elas-

ticity3 �i. Thus, we allow various producers to produce a homogenous good - households would consume

the product with the lowest price. Then a competetive sector results4 .

World demand xrni of a single product n manufactured in region r is simply the sum of xrsni over all

regions. For the sake of simplicity we utilise the concept of iceberg transportation cost Trs. We introduce

the freeness of trade5 , which is in a range of 0 � �rs = T 1��irs � 1, and �nally �nd gross world demand

�xrni of a single �rm, which is given by

�xrni = �i (q
r
ni)

��
RX
s

�rs
Es

P 1��is

; (1)

where qrni is the mill price of that producer. Each �rm faces world demand as long as trade is not

prohibitive. So far we �nd gross world demand �xrni based on household utility maximisation. Now we

want to consider the �rms maximisation problem to supply that quantity.

Following the NEG literature there is a variable input requirement of labour proportional to output.

Let yi = 1
b lin the production technology of a representative �rm where lin is the labour requirement of

the n � th �rm. It is worth to note that labour productivity is constant and equalised over all regions.

Labour earns the exogenous wage rate wri . There might be a �xed cost requirement �
r
ni to produce at

all. Maximising (zero) pro�ts with respect to quantity yields the pricing rule qrni. We allow some price

setting opportunity for each �rm, such that qrni depends on �x
r
ni. The resulting mill price is determined

by a mark-up on marginal cost and depends on �i.

The theoretical models assume that workers are regionaly immobile but they can choose the industry in

which they work. This makes the model from a theoretical point tractable and allows to normalise wages.

The result is that nominal wages wr are equalised over all industries within a region. Assuming that there

is at least one sector where no transportation cost occur and which is of the homogenous producer type

allows to equalise wages of this sector interregionally. Then, all nominal wages are normalised and are

equal over all regions and industries. With some normalisation, it yields the pricing rule qrni = wr = 1;

3For simplicity we assume that �i is a constant within industry and therefore common for all �rms within that market.
4Let yi = 1

b
lik the production technology of a potential competitive market where lik is the labour requirement of the

k � th �rm. Total labour requirement Li equals Nilik: Substitution in the CES function of that particular industry yields

Ci =
1
b
LiN

1
�i�1
i : Taking lim�i!1 Ci yields Ci = 1

b
Li which is the standard formula of the competitive sector in the NEG

world.
5�rs tends to be Zero when trade cost increase. It takes the value One when trade is totally free.
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With that pricing rule and zero pro�ts and market clearing (equation (1)) we can derive a coherence

between �xed cost �rni and output �x
r
ni; which is given by

6

�rni =
1

�i
�xrni =

�i
�i

RX
s

�rs
Es

P 1��iis

:

It is worth to note that the mark-up on marginal cost to cover �rni disappears in the case of �i ! 1;

which is the case of a homogenous good (competitive market). Thus, �rms �xed cost recovery depends

on the world distribution of expenditures, prices and trade freeness7 . �iEs=P
1��i
is is a measure of real

expenditures esi. The sum term is called the market potential or market access. In the next step we

focus on Pir, the (unobservable) price index. Within the empirical literature this price index is often

assumed to be constant over all regions because data on regional prices is typically not available. It follows

that nominal rather than real expenditures are considered. Nominal market access and expenditure is

frequently used in empirical studies that investigate implications of NEG8 . However, the price index

can be derived with the help of the expenditure function explicitly. Doing so and using the introduced

simpli�cations we �nd a coherence between Pir and the regional distribution of �rms of that industry9 ,

namely

Pir =

"
RX
s

�rsNsi

# 1
1��i

:

The industry-speci�c regional price index is an average price depending on trade cost and �rms distrib-

ution. Substitution of this price index in �ri yields

�ri =
�i
�i

RX
s

�rs
EsPR

k �ksNki
=
�i
�i

RX
s

�rses: (2)

Within an industry �rms �xed cost (operating pro�t) depends solely on the spatial distribution of expen-

ditures and �rms. If transportation cost rise demand of other regions will decrease (�irs = T
1��i
rs ! 0). If

they are in�nite large supply takes place only in the home region. However, if a region has a high stock

of �rms and the surrounding regions have also a high stock of �rms then the denominator goes up and

demand and � of a �rm reduces. This pushs �rms to other regions (market crowding, dispersion force).

If a �rm is far away from concentrated regions the denominator gets smaller because of the bias due to �

and this will rise � (protection against competition). On the other hand, being closed to bigger markets

6See Baldwin et al. (2001).
7Every �rm within an industry and region faces the same problem such that we drop the index for the n � th �rm in

the following.
8See Niebuhr (2004).
9See Baldwin et al. (2001) for details.
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(E of of the own and surrounding regions rise) let rise � what makes it pro�table to be closer to the

bigger market (home market e¤ect, agglomeration force). Unfortunately, both e¤ects can not be sepa-

rated because of the double sum. The strength of agglomeration and dispersion forces depends, besides

others, on trade cost. This crucial parameter is common within the NEG literature and in theoretical

work typically analysed within bifurcation diagrams. Thus, to identify both forces at work we will have

to consider various trade cost levels.

The operating pro�t �ir is almost unobservable although the explanatory part is. �ir is therefore

unfeasible for an empirical model as dependent variable. From now on ��ir labels this unobservable

variable. However, this operating pro�t is essential for �rms location decision. Firms would settle

down10 in a region where ��ir o¤ers the highest discounted income stream PV (��ir). It is amazing that

a �rm settles down where it has to pay the highest �xed cost: the model assumes that each �rm has

to be invented by a research sector. Cost of invention have to be covered before running the business.

Households saving is invested in a riskless asset. This capital is used to pay for innvention and innovation.

After the establishment of a single �rm the �rm has to pay a dividend to shareholders, which are the

households. This is � and therefore it is worth to settle down where � is maximised. Following Baldwin

et al. (2001) the present value can be calculated by the depreciation rate �i, the time preference of

households � and the (long run) growth rate of the world �rm stock gNi in the case of endogenous

growth,

PV (��ir) =
��ir

�i + � + gNi
:

Thus, we observe a discrete �rm entry in a region where ��ir o¤ers the highest return and covers cost of

invention (Tobins q). In a neoclassical model gNi is zero in the long-run. In the short-run this does not

necessarily be true such that gNi > 0 and it declines steadily until it is zero.

One new �rm needs aFi units of labour Hi of a research sector. Because of the normalisation of wages

aFi represents the replacement cost of Tobins q in the case of neoclassical growth. Endogenous growth

is driven by aFi = c � 1=Nw
i , which follows a learning curve (Romer 1990). c is some other constant

capturing other e¤ects. Thus,

aF
Tobins q
=

��ir
�i + � + gNi

:

If this condition holds, we observe �rm start-ups. This equation solves for the long run �rm stock or

the growth rate of it. In both cases of neoclassical and endogenous growth it depends on the world

population. Changes in world population leads to a proportional change of the �rms stock or the growth

10 It is assumed that established �rms can not relocate.
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rate. Solving for gNi leads to

gNi =
��ir
aF

� (�i + �) :

Per de�nition, the world growth rate gNi can be decomposed in regional parts, gNi = dNi=N
w
i =PR

r dNir=N
w
i . Substitution yields

dNi1 + dNi2 + :::+ dNiR
Nw
i

=
��ir
aF

� (�i + �)

dNir
Nw
i

= �
PR

s=1;s 6=r dNis

Nw
i

+
��ir
aF

� (�i + �) (3)

As expected, the regional growth rate is higher the higher ��ir is. Firm formation in other regions limit

the own �rm entry process because of the negative sign. Even in the case of neoclassical growth we still

observe �rm entry to replace depreciated �rms. In the presence of strong agglomeration forces we might

observe relocation of industries even in the neocalssical case. Therefore equation (3) suits for both types

of model. Substitution of the known part of ��ir; equation (2) gives the basic model from a theoretical

perspective.

dNir
Nw
i

= �
PR

s=1;8s 6=r dNis

Nw
i

+
�i
aF�i

RX
s

�rseis � (�i + �) (4)

The regional �rm entry rate is higher the higher nearby real expenditures es are. The sum termP
�rseis is a measure of the real regional-speci�c market potential. Bergmann and Sternberg (2007)

state that agglomeration forces are directly linked to regional demand. Since ��ir relates to demand,

this approach features those e¤ects by a microeconomic foundation. However, Bergmann and Sternberg

notice that the identi�cation of agglomeration forces is typically captured by local wages11 or per capita

income12 . Here the crucial variable is some measure based on �rms pro�tability and market access.

The �rm entry process is based on innovation. In the case of a competitive sector those cost and

therefore �ir are Zero in the long-run. Furthermore, �i tends to be in�nity. However, in the short

run there might be an additional premium as long as demand exceeds supply. The market potential is

therefore a valid instrument to capture �rm entry processes.

If �rms innovation is costly, then labour input in the research sector is relevant. Human capital is in the

literature accepted and seen as a motor of innovative processes. Neither the derived model relies on that

assumption nor it takes measures of human capital directly into account. This gives some �exibility in

the empirical analysis. ��ir has to increase the higher research cost are to ful�ll Tobins q. As it was noted

11See Berglund and Brännäs (2001) or Gerlach and Wagner (1994).
12See Carree (2002) or Ritsilä and Tervo (2002).
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earlier �ir gets larger when �i takes relative lower values (>1). In that case monopoly power of single

�rms raises. However free market entry reduces monopoly power such that monopolistic competition

results. Therefore we conclude that small �i estimates relate to higher �ir and this in turn relates to

more human capital intensive research rather than to monopoly power price setting. This hypothesis we

do not test directly but we will focus on it as a partial result of the estimates. We start with the �rst

stage and ask whether the real market potential relates to �rm formation.

In the next section we want to consider equation (4) empirically and derive the empirical speci�cation.

3 Empirical Consideration, data and hypothesis

This section focus on applied data, forms hypotheses, introduces the concept of measuring the market

potential and motivates further control variabels. Furthermore it derives the empirical model. Before we

turn to the more technical part of the empirical model we �rst focus on data sources. The Establishment

History Panel of the Institute of Employment Research IAB of Germany is used to get information on the

number of �rms and other �rm-speci�c and regional related information of German regions. It is a 50%

sample of all German establishments who employ at least one person. In the year 1999 the data collection

changed. I.e. more �rms were registered in the sample. This descrete step would highly overestimate

�rm entrys between 1998 and 1999 and therefore we consider the time period from 1999 to 2005. We

use the industry classi�cation wz73 on a two digit level. We limit the sample and drop the public sector

(wz73>70) but keep corporate services. Furthermore we drop industries which are based on natural

resources (i.e. mining). In total we consider 70 distinct industries. Regional data, esp. GDP is taken

from the GENESIS regional data base of the Ferderal Statistical German o¢ ce. Regions are classi�ed

following Eckey (2001). This classi�cation aggregate NUTS3 level to 180 labour market regions where

the main criteria for aggregation is based on commuting �ows. On average 2.4 NUTS3 regions collapse

to one labour market region. This aggregation overcomes strong local spatial autocorrelation due to a

common labour market. The agregation further captures local industry-speci�c linkages to some degree.

The last chapter derives a model of regional industry-speci�c �rm growth gir based on the spatial

distribution of real expenditures, i.e. the real market potential within an industry, namely

gir �
dNir
Nw
i

= �
PR

s=1;8s 6=r dNis

Nw
i

+
�i
aF�i

RX
s

�rseis � (�i + �) :

On the left hand side there is the number of new established regional �rms within an industry normalised

by the world �rm stock of that industry. This is not the regional (industry-speci�c) growth rate. Using
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the regional growth rate de�ned as dNir=Nir implies an in�nite high growth rate for empty regions

because Nir would be zero. Thus, we loose all �rm entries when we consider the regional �rm growth

rate. To reveal market crowding or home market e¤ects it is essential to focus on empty regions as well.

However, in the de�nition dNir=Nw
i all available potential empty regions are available and enter the data

set. Thus, with 180 regions and 70 industries the data set contains 12600 cases.

dNir counts all �rm entries which take place between 1999 and 2005. Nw
i is the mass of �rms in 1999.

This computation rules out any time information. All variables on the right hand side relate to the year

1999.

On the right hand side the �rst term captures the growth perspective of all other regions. This can be

seen as a spatial lag dependence. Assuming a spatial weighting matrix W we might transform the �rst

part to �Wgi. Gri¢ th (2006) outlines the problem of model misspeci�cation when �, the autoregressive

parameter, is negative. Our model however suggests a negative sign. The parameter bundle of the second

term is industry speci�c. From a theoretical point of view the estimates should be positive in the case of

monopolistic competition or research intensive industries and insigni�cant for the homogenous good case

(�i !1). It should not be negative.

The sum term
PR

s �rseis needs to be discussed as well. First of all we have to construct eis =

Es=
�PR

r �rsNir

�
and second the sum of eis. Starting with the former. Assuming a constant saving rate

over all regions Er can be approximated by total regional GDP. Since we relate ��ir to household demand

we refrain from using gross value added. The consumption expenditure of GDP allocated to a speci�c

industry is scaled by �i; the parameter of the utility function.

Unfortunately �rs is industry-speci�c since it contains �i in its calculation, which is a problem.

However, we know that �rs is per de�nition in a range between Zero and One which gives the strategy

to approximate �rs = T 1��irs : If one assumes that closer regions have higher �rs� values compared to

further regions (that means lower trade cost), we might use a distance based weighting matrix W with

elements between 0 and 1 to de�ate nominal expenditures13 with the distance-weighted �rm distribution.

We employ various weighting matrices which contain the value 1 on the main diagonal14 to calculate eir.

To compute �rs we follow the approach of Bröcker (1989). An element of the weights matrix W is

then given as

�rs = exp (�drs�) ,

where drs labels the distance and � is a distance decay parameter. This distance decay parameter �

13See Niebuhr (2004).
14The 1 values are necessary such that also the stock of �rms of the home region enter the calculation of eis.
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Figure 1: Coherence between � and distance between regions due to various  values

depends on the average distance of neighboring regions and a normalised distance decay parameter ,

which is between 0 and 1.  describes the in�uence of the distance on regional dependence. The lower 

the slower is the reduction of interregional interdependencies with distance. The link between  and � is

 = 1� exp��D ,

where D is the average distance of all regions to their respective neighbors (see Niebuhr 2001). In our case

D is 53 km and  is chosen to be 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 to capture the range of two extreme and one moderate

decay value15 . The resulting weighting matrices are labeled by W0:1; W0:5 and W0:9; respectively. The

W matrices are not row standardised because the calculation / de�ation is not based on an average but

on a potential.

These matrices relate to transportation and trade cost of commodities. Baldwin and Forslid (2000)

show theoretically in a NEG model which is closed to our approach that lowering trade cost encourages

agglomeration forces. Thus we hypothese that W0:1 is in favour of agglomeration while W0:9 relates more

to dispersion. Coherence between � and distance between regions due to various  values

15Given  and D solves for � which enters the calculation of �rs:
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Figure 1 presents the coherence between , distance and the resulting � value. The key feature here

is that for  = 0:9 the weight �rs is about 0.1 when the distance is 50 km. That is, the W0:9 matrix

basically considers the home region while values of other regions are highly discounted (high trade cost).

On the other extreme for  = 0:1 (low trade cost), the resulting weight � does not decline much with

distance. For a distance of about 350 km the weight is still 0.5. The moderate W0:5 matrix gives a weight

� = 0:5 for a distance between regions of about 50 km. That is that neighbouring regions enter with the

half weight of the own region within the calculation.

So far we computed real expenditures eis. Now we are going to consider the sum-term of eis. If only

real expenditures of the home region are relevant, �rs 8 r 6= s is zero. Then only eir enters the regression

model. To make the model more tractable we let the logarithm ln er to enter the regression equation.

The resulting model is labeled as Home. The coe¢ cient �1i should be industry speci�c as discussed

above.

If �rs 6= 0 we can consider various speci�cations. Instead of using ln eir we might use ln �Weir as true

market potential16 to approximate the sum term
PR

s �rseis. The resulting model is labeled as Potential.

However, this approach does not allow to distinguish increases in home or foreign demand. Therefore an

alternative is to split the part into �1i ln eir +�2i lnWeir with the coe¢ cients �1i and �2i to estimate17 .

The model is labeled as split. Again, �1i should be positive in the presence of agglomeration forces.

It might be insigni�cant as well but not negative. The e¤ect of �2i captures the e¤ect of increases of

real market potential of other regions. One might expect a positive sign. However, if the e¤ect of other

regions of ln eis is dominant over the potential lnWeis, the e¤ect of �2i could be insigni�cant or negative.

because it is worth to settle down in those other regions.

The last term (�i + �) of equation 4) relates to the constant term and is again industry speci�c.

Collecting terms give the basic regression approaches relating to the theoretical model. First, ommit-

ting the lag-regressive term, yields

gir = �1i ln eir + �i + "ir (Home)

gir = �1i ln �Weir + �i + "ir (Potential)

gir = �1i ln eir + �2i lnWeir + �i + "ir (Split)

16 �W labels a weighting matrix where the elements of the main diagonal are set to One.
17The elements of the main diagonal of W are in that case zero and therefore the bar disappears.
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Second, all these models can be enriched by �Wgi which give

gir = �Wgi + �1i ln eir + �i + "ir (Lag-Home)

gir = �Wgi + �1i ln �Weir + �i + "ir (Lag-Potential)

gir = �Wgi + �1i ln eir + �2i lnWeir + �i + "ir (Lag-Split)

where �i is an industry speci�c e¤ect and "ir an error term.

The equation still contains aF which gives some freeness for additional variables controlling for other

(productivity) e¤ects. As it was mentioned in the theoretical model considering solely eir gives evidence

whether the market potential in�uences �rm formation. It does not allow to focus on agglomeration

and dispersion forces directly. Therefore we add the share of established �rms in the particular region

sNi = Nir=N
w
i . If the home market e¤ect dominates, then the e¤ect of sNi on gir should be positive. It

also captures competition e¤ects (Porter externalities). If sNi rises, regional competition rises. Then the

market crowding e¤ect dominates and the estimate of sNi should be negative.

We further add the variables empty and monopol to distinguish whether there is no or at least one

�rm of that industry established in that region. An empty region might be of advantage that it gives

monopoly power to a new-commer. An incumbent might have some monopoly power and therefore higher

pro�ts which attracts other �rms to enter the market in that region.

A next variable captures diversity e¤ects (Jacobs (1969) externalities). The variable DIV relates

to intra-regional diversity of employment between industries and is computed by a negative Her�ndahl

index as Combes et al. (2004) suggest. The more diverse employment is the higher is DIV . Another

urbanisation measure is the log of the total number of regional industries ln ind.

We further add the average industry-speci�c �rms age and its square value. An established region

might have lower growth perspectives since the industry is fostered and �rms are already very productive

such that new commers face strong competition. On the other hand a higher average age might attract

new �rms because of agglomeration forces.

Since our research �eld is Germany a dummy variable East indicates whether the region is part of

East Germany.

The literature on �rm-startups often uses population density as a measure of urbanisation and ag-

glomeration forces18 . The denser a region is one will expect higher �rm formation. We capture those

e¤ects explicit in eir. In denser regions typically total GDP is higher because there is a higher stock of

18See Armington and Acs (2002), Audretsch and Fritsch (1999), Brixy and Grotz (2007), Fritsch and Falck (2007),
Reynolds et. al. (1994), Sternberg and Bergmann (2003) or Sutaria and Hicks (2004).
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wage earners. Thus, demand for products and eir increase in dense areas. Therefore we omit density

measures.

The data set can be seen as a panel data set where the industries relate to the cross-sectional units

and the regions relate to the time dimension. An industry-speci�c e¤ect is already included. The general

model reads as

yir = �Wy + �ixir + zir + �i + �r + "ir;

where �r is a regional speci�c e¤ect. There is a set of parameters to estimate which are industry-speci�c

(�i) and others which are common for all industries (). Because the model relates to industries we

expect that �i is correlated with some of the explanatory variables of xir or zir. Therefore we demean

the data on industry level such that �i disappears. We refrain from demeaning over single regions19

because the regional e¤ect does not have to be relevant for every industry. We assume that it is a pure

random e¤ect. The model simpli�es to

yir = �Wy + �ixir + zir + �r + "ir:

The model still have the industry speci�c parameter �i which is una¤ected by data transforma-

tion. Fritsch and Müller (2004) give evidence that regional �rm growth rates are industry-speci�c.

Di¤erent branches exhibit distinct pattern and determinants of growth. This supports our approach of

industry-speci�c parameter estimates. We assume that those parameters are randomly distributed over

industries20 .

The estimation strategy is as follows. We estimate a mixed or random coe¢ cient model21 by restricted

maximum likelihood (Thompson 1962) without spatial dependence over all industries and use the full

power of the panel structure. The resulting model reads as

yir = �ixir + zir + �r + "ir:

We can apply all three models (5) to (5) adding the other variables and use the whole sample of 12600

cases. However, because of the ommitted spatial lag the estimates could be inconsistent. Therefore we

reestimate a spatial lag model for every of the 70 industries. Then, however, we can not estimate the

19This would yield a two-way-�xed e¤ects model.
20Adding dummy variables for a random slope parameter for each of 70 industries would introduce strong collinearity

and therefore we stick to the random coe¢ cient approach.
21See e.g. Searle, Casella and McCulloch (1992), McCulloch and Searle (2001) or Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) for an

overview.
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regional speci�c e¤ects �i. This model reads as

yir = �Wy + �ixir + izir + "ir;

where we get an industry-speci�c estimate �i and i for every dependent variable. In that case we

consider 180 observation per industry and the de�nition of (5) to (5). The next section outlines and

discusses the estimation results.

4 Estimation Results

We derived a model of industry-speci�c �rm growth which is outlined in the previous sections. In that

section we present the estimation results. First we focus on the models without spatial lag dependence.

Tables 1 to 3 report the estimation results of the models (5) to (5), respectively. All tables are organised

as follows. The models are estimated with and without regional random e¤ects �i. The Wx row in the

upper part relate to the applied distance decay function to determine how distance is weighted in the

computation of real industry-speci�c expenditure eir and the sum term
PR

s �rses. For simplicity we

apply the same weighting matrix to determine eir and the sum term.

In the next section of the table the estimated parameters are presented. The block after relates to

the standard deviation of the random coe¢ cients. sd (ln eir) and sd
�
ln �Weir

�
relate to the random slope

distribution of �i, sd (region) to the distribution parameter of the region-speci�c e¤ect �r. As robustness

we also allow other variables to be randomly distributed. However, those estimates were insigni�cant

which means that they are not random but have a common estimate for all industries. The reported

Wald test relates to the jointly-signi�cance of all estimated parameters, the likelihood-ratio test LR r.c.

tests the signi�cance of regional random coe¢ cients �r.

First we want to give an overall picture of the estimates. All three models indicate that the parameters

are jointly signi�cant. In most cases the regional e¤ects �i are signi�cant. Because the application of

di¤erentW de�nitions relate to di¤erent questions, i.e. how far each �rms market potential is and because

the di¤erent model de�nitions aim to analyse the sum term
P
�rses there is no best model. However,

going through the estimates allows to draw an overall picture. First we want to explore common variables.

Increases in the share of �rms sNi decreases the growth perspective of a region indicating that stronger

competition and market crowding e¤ects are present. The parameter is quiet robust and signi�cant. The

estimate lies in a range of -0.2306 to -0.2098. The empty variable supports this �nding since in all models

the parameter is positive and highly signi�cant. Thus, empty regions attract new �rms. The e¤ect of
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Table 1: Regional industry-speci�c �rm growth with random slope for model (home)

without regional random e¤ects with regional random e¤ects
W to approximate �rs W0:1 W0:5 W0:9 W0:1 W0:5 W0:9

ln eir 0.3465*** 0.2650*** 0.2876*** 0.3478*** 0.2614*** 0.2926***
(0.1113) (0.0999) (0.0894) (0.114) (0.1012) (0.0901)

sNi -0.2291*** -0.2241*** -0.2121*** -0.2306*** -0.2257*** -0.2130***
(0.003) (0.0029) (0.003) (0.0031) (0.003) (0.0031)

empty 0.5700*** 0.5668*** 0.4615*** 0.5618*** 0.5583*** 0.4560***
(0.0753) (0.0752) (0.0769) (0.0753) (0.0752) (0.0769)

monopol -0.4211*** -0.4238*** -0.3125*** -0.4321*** -0.4327*** -0.3179***
(0.0972) (0.0976) (0.0989) (0.0972) (0.0976) (0.0989)

East 0.0129 -0.0897 -0.0848 0.0143 -0.089 -0.0839
(0.0598) (0.0568) (0.0581) (0.0661) (0.0623) (0.0616)

DIV 0.1008 0.0926 0.1707 0.0999 0.0875 0.1735
(0.1042) (0.1053) (0.1062) (0.1157) (0.116) (0.1128)

firm age 0.0499*** 0.0489*** 0.0437*** 0.0502*** 0.0490*** 0.0439***
(0.0059) (0.0059) (0.0061) (0.0059) (0.006) (0.0061)

firm age2 0.0008 0.0007 0.0015*** 0.0008 0.0008 0.0015***
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)

ln ind 0.2292 0.9089** 1.1349*** 0.2869 1.0107** 1.1555***
(0.5115) (0.4227) (0.3633) (0.5674) (0.4609) (0.382)

constant -1.0243 -3.7481** -4.6742*** -1.2572 -4.1595** -4.7571***
(2.0691) (1.7141) (1.4751) (2.2951) (1.869) (1.5507)

sd (ln eir) 0.8171** 0.7654*** 0.6780*** 0.8180** 0.7664*** 0.6792***
(0.074) (0.0704) (0.0683) (0.074) (0.0705) (0.0684)

sd (Residual) 2.5832*** 2.6058*** 2.6387*** 2.5789*** 2.6018*** 2.6361***
(0.0163) (0.0165) (0.0167) (0.0164) (0.0166) (0.0168)

sd (region) 0.1512*** 0.1466*** 0.1167***
(0.0431) (0.0451) (0.0539)

Wald �2 6606.99*** 6996.73*** 6497.61*** 6503.44*** 6830.35*** 6260.32***
LR r.c. �2 4.04** 3.39** 1.38

N=12600, s.e. in (); * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

regions with only one �rm established (monopol) is not clear. While it is negative and signi�cant and

negative for model (5) and (5) it is insigni�cant for model (5).

Focussing on the urbanisation measures DIV and ln ind reveals no additional �rm growth is to expect

because of employment diversity. However, the total number of regional established industries increases

�rm formation within an industry. This gives evidence for industrial linkages who a¤ect �rm formation

and industrial linkages and needs.

The average age of all established �rms and especially the squared value allow to draw an interesting

picture, since the in�uence is u-shaped. Both parameters exhibit in all models a positive sign. The

age variable was mean centered with Eastern and Western Germany means before the industry-speci�c

centering was done. Therefore the values can take negative values. Computing the minimum of the
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Table 2: Regional industry-speci�c �rm growth with random slope for model (potential)

without regional random e¤ects with regional random e¤ects
W to approximate �rs W0:1 W0:5 W0:9 W0:1 W0:5 W0:9

ln �Weir -0.2655 0.1705 0.3416*** -0.2854 0.159 0.3321***
(0.2689) (0.1508) (0.1213) (0.2969) (0.1557) (0.1219)

sNi -0.2190*** -0.2208*** -0.2162*** -0.2216*** -0.2237*** -0.2173***
(0.0029) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.0031) (0.0031)

empty 0.5961*** 0.6064*** 0.5212*** 0.5836*** 0.5935*** 0.5185***
(0.077) (0.077) (0.0773) (0.077) (0.0769) (0.0773)

monopol -0.3681*** -0.3734*** -0.3441*** -0.3755*** -0.3814*** -0.3475***
(0.1002) (0.0999) (0.0996) (0.1002) (0.0999) (0.0996)

East -0.1492** -0.0603 -0.0225 -0.1500** -0.0609 -0.024
(0.0621) (0.0643) (0.0615) (0.0697) (0.0719) (0.0645)

DIV -0.0771 -0.0859 0.0584 -0.0783 -0.0898 0.0532
(0.1045) (0.1031) (0.105) (0.1178) (0.1171) (0.1109)

firm age 0.0419*** 0.0435*** 0.0426*** 0.0421*** 0.0438*** 0.0426***
(0.0061) (0.0061) (0.0061) (0.0061) (0.0061) (0.0061)

firm age2 0.0011** 0.0012** 0.0014*** 0.0011** 0.0012** 0.0015***
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)

ln ind 2.8379*** 2.7462*** 2.0041*** 2.9627*** 2.8884*** 2.0756***
(0.3133) (0.3236) (0.3425) (0.3465) (0.3604) (0.3577)

constant -11.5626*** -11.2186*** -8.2176*** -12.0668*** -11.7928*** -8.5071***
(1.2718) (1.3124) (1.3895) (1.4062) (1.4616) (1.4512)

sd
�
ln �Weir

�
1.0679 0.9892 0.8745 1.0943 0.995 0.876

(0.3466) (0.1297) (0.0994) (0.3416) (0.1299) (0.0995)
sd (Residual) 2.6932*** 2.6788*** 2.6585*** 2.6880*** 2.6732*** 2.6562***

(0.017) (0.0169) (0.0168) (0.0171) (0.017) (0.0169)
sd (region) 0.1694*** 0.1752*** 0.1114***

(0.0447) (0.0436) (0.0582)
Wald �2 7117.06*** 7060.89*** 6593.3*** 6744.85*** 6670.82*** 6386.08***

LR r.c. �2 4.84** 5.57*** 1.05
N=12600, s.e. in (); * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

quadratic function reveals an average age of -25 years. This is below the minimum of the data. That

states that the �rm entry rate increases the older - on average - regional established �rms are. This result

gives two distinct interpretation: �rst it could indicate the replacement of depreciated �rms. Second it

could indicate agglomeration forces: It might be more easy to enter a market where older incumbants are.

In other words, incumbants establish new associated �rms. Unfortunately, both interpretations relate to

di¤erent questions and can not be separated at this stage.

Now we are going to consider the crucial variables which relate to eir. Estimates of ln eir appear in

the models (5) and (5) where the values are a bit lower in the latter model. They are always positive and

signi�cant. This is in line with the suggested theory. When �rms pro�t and market potential increase

then a �rm would settle down in that regions. In those cases we conclude that �i is relatively smaller
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and thus we identify industries which are not truely competitive. Focussing on the W0:9 columns of

table 2 supports this �nding. Since for  = 0:9 mainly the home region is relevant, the estimates of

ln �Weir are very closed to those of the models focused on above. However, considering the estimates of

ln �Weir for the other weighting matrices does not allow to draw a picture so far. The positive e¤ect of

the home demand disappears. If we consider the estimates of model (5) explains the insigni�cant result

of the 2 model. Here, ln eir is positive and lnWeir is negative and both estimates are highly signi�cant.

The parameter of lnWeir is treated as non-random. As a robustness test we allow for randomness of

that parameter but could not �nd a signi�cant result. If the potential of foreign demand in a region

increases then regional growth perspective decreases. This is de�nitely not in line with agglomeration

forces. Apparently, the home demand e¤ect of other regions dominates the e¤ect of agglomeration. This

conclussion is independent of the de�nition of W such that it does not depend on di¤erent level of trade

cost. Going thru the random coe¢ cients industry by industry for the random slopes of eir� estimates

shows that most of them do not di¤er in sign but in its value. This indicates that trade cost do not

change the general picture.

To conclude. Increases of real home market potential and �rms pro�t increases incentives to establish

new �rms in that region. This is the home market e¤ect. However, increases in the market potential in

a region of foreign demand does not speed up regional �rm growth. Thus regional demand dominates

�rm formation and not <world demand>. Other e¤ects such as strong competition and the possibility of

monopoly power in empty regions give evidence of strong dispersion forces. The work of Brühlhart et al.

(2004) conclude strong dispersion forces. Comparing estimates between the di¤erent weighting schemes

support Baldwins and Forslids (2000) theoretical �nding that lower trade cost strengthen agglomeration

forces. The estimates of the eir variables are higher.

The next task is to focus on the spatial lag models for each industry separately. With 70 valid

industries, three di¤erent models to represent the sum term
P
�rseis and three weighting matrices there

would be too much parameters to present. Therefore we only draw an overall picture. The lag-regressive

parameter of the spatial lag � is, as expected, in almost every case negative. There are few cases where �

is positive, contradicting with the theory. However, this result can be explained by the fact that a positiv

� occurs basically for W0:9; where distance is highly discounted. Then the interpretation is that nearby

regions have the same sign of the growth perspective gir. However, those estimates are seldom.

The majority of � estimates is insigni�cant although negative. It stands out that a negative and

signi�cant � mainly occurs for W0:1. In that case distance is weakly discounted. This supports the

underlying theory: every region is relevant and it indicates some relocation mechanism. One might
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expect for relocation that in cases where � is negative and signi�cant also estimates of the eir variables

are positive and signi�cant. This general statement does not hold.

There might be another coherence between parameter estimates. One might expect that in agglom-

eration industries � is signi�cant and the estimate of sNi is insigni�cant or positive signi�cant. Again,

this conclusion can not be drawn.

To summarize: In about 2/3 of all estimates � is insigni�cant, in very few cases it is positive signi�cant

and when it is negative and signi�cant no general picture occurs. In cases where it is signi�cant about

a half is weekly signi�cant on a 10% level. The majority of insigni�cant � estimates indicates that the

potential inconsistency of the omitted spatial lag is a minor problem. So, the estimated parameters of

the random coe¢ cient models seem to be valid.

The theoretical model assumes that �rms has to be invented. It was stated that innovation is based on

human capital. We can draw at this stage an interesting picture: Industries with a positive random slope

for ln eir engage at least 5% of their employees with persons which hold an university degree. Industries

with a negative random slope typically do not employ person with university degree. Of course, in both

cases are few exceptions. Thus, the empirical e¢ dence is in line with the theoretical thoughts. However,

the linkage between parameter estimates and human capital input (here: employment of person which

hold an university degree) should be explored in more detail.

The estimates identify signi�cant agglomeration and dispersion forces. They further support the

crucial in�uence of real market access on �rm formation. We can conclude that basically demand of the

home region fosters regional �rm growth. We further �nd strong dispersion forces, i.e. a high share of

�rms within the home region lowers signi�cant the �rm growth rate. As a �rst outlook we can state that

industries which seem to be less competitive are more research intensive.

To sum up we can state that the market potential and real expenditure are crucial variables for �rm

formation and that agglomeration and dispersion forces are relevant. The estimates support therefore

basic elements of the NEG literature.

5 Conclusion

This paper develops an empirical approach to test fundamental forces of the New Economic Geography

literature. Based on theoretical work of Baldwin (1999), Baldwin et al. (2001) and Martin and Ottaviano

(1999) a theoretical model is developed to explain regional industry-speci�c �rm formation. While in the

literature on that topic frequently labour productivity measures are applied this paper works out a market
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access measure based on �rms expected average pro�t. The theoretical model is then tested empirically.

Germany is chosen as research �eld. In total, we consider 70 di¤erent industries based on a two digit

level. Every �rm who enters the market between 1999 and 2005 is counted. We �nd evidence that �rms

will settle down in regions where pro�t and real expenditure gets higher. This is in line with the idea

of agglomeration forces. However, we also �nd dispersion and competition forces. Regions with a high

share of �rms of a particular industry face a signi�cant lower �rm growth rate.

As a �rst insight we can state that industries who are more a¤ected by market access and which

seem to be less competitive (following the interpretation of the theoretical model) are those industries

who are more human capital intensive. This is in line with the theoretical model as well because those

industries should be more research intensive. However, at this stage this is just a �rst draw and should

be considered in more detail.

We conclude that the market potential and real expenditure are crucial variables to explain �rm for-

mation and that agglomeration and dispersion forces are relevant. The estimates support basic elements

of the NEG literature.
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of model variables

without regional random e¤ects with regional random e¤ects
W to approximate �rs W0:1 W0:5 W0:9 W0:1 W0:5 W0:9

ln eir 0.3170*** 0.2261** 0.2387*** 0.3173*** 0.2239** 0.2452***
0.1109 0.0992 0.0892 0.1129 0.1005 0.0899

lnWeir -0.1457*** -0.1436*** -0.1432*** -0.1442*** -0.1434*** -0.1438***
0.0175 0.0171 0.0152 0.0175 0.0171 0.0152

sNi -0.2242*** -0.2201*** -0.2098*** -0.2253*** -0.2216*** -0.2106***
0.0031 0.003 0.003 0.0031 0.003 0.0031

empty 1.1897*** 1.2012*** 1.2419*** 1.1778*** 1.1928*** 1.2391***
0.1058 0.1064 0.1129 0.1059 0.1065 0.113

monopol -0.0984 -0.0966 0.051 -0.1094 -0.1043 0.0474
0.1045 0.1048 0.1059 0.1045 0.1049 0.1059

East -0.0088 -0.1342** -0.1483** -0.0079 -0.1334** -0.1474**
0.0597 0.0569 0.0583 0.0645 0.0621 0.0623

DIV 0.0902 0.072 0.1383 0.089 0.0682 0.1425
0.1039 0.1051 0.1059 0.1128 0.1151 0.1135

firm age 0.0619*** 0.0607*** 0.0591*** 0.0620*** 0.0608*** 0.0593***
0.0061 0.0061 0.0062 0.0061 0.0061 0.0063

firm age2 0.0010* 0.0010* 0.0017*** 0.0010* 0.0010** 0.0017***
0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005

ln ind 0.6541 1.4410*** 1.6271*** 0.699 1.5246*** 1.6436***
0.5127 0.4262 0.3658 0.5556 0.4618 0.3869

constant -1.9119 -5.1022*** -5.9731*** -2.1015 -5.4407*** -6.0368***
2.0663 1.717 1.4764 2.24 1.862 1.5627

sd(ln eir) 0.8133** 0.7592*** 0.6749*** 0.8139** 0.7601*** 0.6760***
0.0736 0.0699 0.068 0.0737 0.07 0.0681

sd (Residual) 2.5763*** 2.5987*** 2.6296*** 2.5730*** 2.5949*** 2.6267***
0.0163 0.0164 0.0166 0.0164 0.0165 0.0167

sd (region) 0.1316*** 0.1419*** 0.1253***
0.0469 0.0456 0.0506

Wald �2 6712.1*** 7106.37*** 6631.3*** 6626.93*** 6946.78*** 6358.76***
LR r.c. �2 2.43* 3.06** 1.84*

N=12600, s.e. in (); * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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